Summer Program will aid disadvantaged students

(continued from page 1)

Shirley Jackson and Fred Johnson of the Black Student Union address the faculty Wednesday afternoon on the progress of the admissions recruitment program. President Johnson looks on.

SACC plans picket of L-lab to protest DOD research

SACC renewed its attack on defense work at MIT's Lincoln and Instrumentation Labs yesterday with pickets to protest the continuation of research on tactical and strategic weaponry problems.

In addition to the picketing at Building 7, plans are underway to picket the Instrumentation Lab Tuesday. The picketing inaugurated in Building 7 yesterday will continue at L-lab. Part of the picketing was apparently planned to coincide with the presence of the national news media on campus covering the Hubert Humphrey debate.

Occupying felines are removed after letter of protest

[Ed. Note: The following was found on the door of Mike Albert's office.]
Mike,

Be CAREFUL! The cat has up-choked on the floor in the middle of and under your desk, also other things that Rhine (I'm not up to date on these things) is that the big cat is not the mother of the little ones. She won't let them eat also shows no sign of mechanical--i.e., having a stomach. If owner doesn't come for them, may I call Humane Society? Your office Sat matinee at 2:50 a.m. 1:40, 5:30, 9:20, 3:55 and 7:45 1:40, 5:30, 9:20. There is F for faculty and P for students. The cat in the office is yours.

(Ed. Note: The following was found on the door of Mike Albert's office.)
Dr. C. Stark Draper, Director of L-lab security, received a letter from Mike Albert that stated that government guards were outside the L-lab to SAMPLE PACS

HURRY! SUPPLY LIMITED TO ABOUT ONE FOR EACH PAC.

Each Pac...

- Gillette Techmatic Razor and Razor Band
- Foamy Shaving Cream
- Management Aerosol Deodorant
- Excedrin
- Old Spice After Shave Lotion
- Scripto Word Picker Highlighter
- Macleans Toothpaste
- Dial Soap

Only 2 For 50

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE

Harry! Supply limited to one for every five students! ONLY ONE PAC PER STUDENT! Get your Pac today.

HARVARD SQUARE
Open Thurs., til 9 P.M.
M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
MEDICAL CENTER
396 Brookline Ave., Boston